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Cryptocurrency mining as a concept is simple to understand: The user leverages computing 

power, usually from high-end computers, to perform complex tasks, which in turn can reward 

the user with a yield of cryptocurrency. As long as the gains from selling the cryptocurrency 

are greater than the accrued costs of electricity and infrastructure, the activity generates a 

profit for the user.

A successful cryptocurrency-mining operation involves taking part in a balancing act to 

ensure a solid return on investment — unless, of course, the user is a cybercriminal, in 

which case they simply cheat. After all, if the user is using someone else’s computing 

resource and infrastructure, and the owner is picking up the bill in terms of costs and wear 

and tear, the process essentially becomes a license to print money. 

The impact on the victim goes beyond these direct costs. If the compromised server is 

responsible for running a web-facing service, for example, the high CPU load will also 

affect its reliability, leading to downtime or customer churn for the organization. Since most 

computers are not high-end, GPU-heavy powerhouses designed for cryptocurrency mining, 

malicious actors instead need to compromise machines at scale in order to ensure that all 

the small gains add up to a significant value.

Beyond compromising the physical machines of their victims, malicious actors have been 

targeting the cloud for cryptocurrency-mining activities. We take a close look at this trend 

in this research paper. We also discuss the real impact on victims and recommend defense 

strategies for individuals or groups that are responsible for protecting their organization’s 

cloud infrastructure.

While GPU-based mining remains the preferred method for legitimate mining groups to 

make a profit, less lucrative CPU-based cryptocurrency mining operations also exist. 

And it is these kinds of miners that are being used by cybercriminal groups to target and 

compromise cloud infrastructure. While not as profitable as its GPU counterpart in terms of 

electricity costs incurred vis-à-vis profits generated, when the electricity costs are irrelevant 

to the attacker (as in these cases, where they fall on the cloud provider or user), CPU mining 

becomes a viable option. 



Furthermore, while GPU-based cloud offerings exist, they rarely are the same instances 

compromised by attackers targeting standard vulnerable web software. CPU-based 

cryptocurrency mining can be profitable, but only at scale, which is why groups involved in 

it take over as many machines as they can. This type of cryptocurrency mining adds to the 

victim’s higher CPU usage in exchange for providing the malicious actor the opportunity 

to mine coins. This means that, even without cybercrime staples such as persistence and 

command-and-control (C&C) communications, the attacker could still earn a profit. 

Even a few hours of compromise could result in profits for the perpetrator, unlike in 

cybercriminal business models that are based on information theft and typically take a 

longer time to successfully pull off. Because of this, we see a constant battle for resources 

among malicious cryptocurrency-mining groups that are fighting over every hour of access. 

It is akin to a real-life capture-the-flag being fought among malicious actors vying for 

access and control — and it is the victim’s cloud systems that is the battleground for this 

competition.1

While it might seem that cloud-based cryptocurrency-mining attacks are of a lower concern, 

our research demonstrates why they should be considered a high priority. In this paper, 

we provide information on notable groups engaged in these attacks and show how their 

activities are just symptoms of wider security concerns. This research has enabled us to 

gain a unique glimpse into the activities of groups such as Outlaw, TeamTNT, Kinsing, 8220, 

and Kek Security, all of which are at the forefront of today’s cloud hacking wave.
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Impact on Organizations 
Running Cloud Instances
Shifting to the cloud has become a popular strategy for businesses in various industries, prompting 

many software applications and services to now support cloud deployments. Because of this, potential 

victims of malicious cryptocurrency mining could be from any country or sector, making cloud-based 

cryptocurrency-mining attacks a global concern for organizations. The speed of adoption of cloud 

technologies and their ease of use have led to companies with less mature security practices deploying 

key services in the cloud and, in doing so, also inadvertently introducing security issues within their 

deployments, such as exposing services directly to the internet without knowing that their assets are 

online.2

The ability to rapidly deploy assets and services in the cloud can make it difficult for an organization’s 

IT and cybersecurity staff to have full visibility over and secure all of its deployed assets. The rapid 

deployment of systems has also left cloud instances deployed for longer than needed, with many of them 

staying online even after their initial goal has been completed (and no longer actively being monitored by 

the departments that originally created them). This could be one of the reasons there is more outdated 

software showing up within these cloud environments. Internet-facing services deployed by people 

without adequate knowledge on how to secure cloud services have led to cloud deployments’ being 

attractive targets for cryptocurrency-mining threat actor groups. 

These groups are exploiting security issues and vulnerabilities within the cloud hosts or brute-forcing SSH 

(Secure Shell) credentials to gain access to their targets’ systems. The activities of these groups once 

inside the system might seem relatively harmless or have little impact, but as we show in this paper, they 

are by no means benign acts for the owners of the systems and for the cloud providers themselves. 

Not only does the configuration of a cloud instance play a key role in the attack surface, but there is 

also typically a lack of visibility from a software security perspective. IT teams are very familiar with the 

deployment of services such as antivirus software or firewalls in a classic production network, but less so 

in cloud instances. While cloud providers help ensure that the overall architecture of the cloud is secure, 

cloud applications primarily fall on the organization to secure,3 as with noncloud applications. Solutions 

to this end certainly exist but they are not as widely deployed as endpoint protections are, resulting in 
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cloud deployments’ having an increased attack surface and being more attractive to cybercriminals. This 

leaves IT and cybersecurity staff more susceptible to being unable to observe all the events that they 

would typically see from hosts that are deployed on-premises. Because of this, groups targeting cloud 

instances for mining activities seldom need to change their attack methods and malware, in contrast to 

malicious actors targeting endpoints with constantly improving defenses. (We discuss this matter in the 

section of this paper tackling notable cryptocurrency-mining groups.)

Network defenders tend to give lower priority to attacks from cryptocurrency-mining groups than other 

types of attacks, since they are seen as relatively innocuous. However, our research into cloud-based 

cryptocurrency-mining attacks puts forth a number of reasons that these should be given much higher 

priority by network defenders. While most people naturally notice the running costs when they think of 

the impact of an attack, this is actually the least damaging aspect for a business. The greatest impact 

on the bottom line is the slowdown of the online services the organization is running, which could lead 

to customer dissatisfaction and churn as well as loss of revenue. These infections should be treated 

as a sign that far worse attacks would be easy to execute for more skilled and dedicated threat actors 

— putting customer data at significant risk, something that needs to be treated as a top priority for any 

business that is using the cloud in some manner.

Poor Cloud Security Hygiene
The presence of a cryptocurrency-mining group in a cloud instance is a clear sign of failure in the larger 

security controls in place. Such a group takes advantage of weak security software and systems to 

gain access to the affected systems. Once access is established, the group runs software that in most 

cases mines monero (XMR), evidently the most popular cryptocurrency among malicious miners, since 

using CPU-based mining for monero provides a decent return on investment (due in part to the efficient 

algorithm used by Monero for CPU usage) if enough systems are compromised and joined to the worker 

pools. When people think of cryptocurrencies, bitcoin (BTC) is likely first that enters their minds, but when 

it comes to profitability for mining on compromised machines, monero has also become a very popular 

choice.

It is this exploitation of basic software weaknesses that should be the cause of most concern. Simply 

put, if a cryptocurrency-mining group can gain access to a cloud instance, so too can cybercriminal 

groups with even more potentially damaging business models such as ransomware and data exfiltration, 

and threat actors seeking to pivot from the cloud to the on-premises network. With this in mind, we can 

consider the presence of a cryptocurrency-mining group in a cloud instance as a sign of poor cloud 

security hygiene.4
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While threat actors have been developing their tools and strategies in an attempt to go after systems 

that also have GPUs, these are still in their infancy and thus are not discussed in this paper. Instead, our 

research focuses on CPU-based cryptocurrency-mining attacks since the majority of cloud instances do 

not have access to GPUs.

Resource Consumption
The second aspect to consider in terms of impact is the resources that are being affected on infected 

systems. For our research, we took one of our systems to see what kind of effect the XMRig software 

would have on a compromised cloud system and to gauge the potential impact of an attack. We observed 

an increase in CPU usage from an average of 13% utilization to a 100% utilization rate.

Figure 1. An Htop view of our system running XMRig

When we looked at our online dashboard, we noticed the utilization clearly. The system we were using 

was not an idle machine but something that had software installed on it, so we ran XMRig to determine 

the overall impact and changes to the system. During the period the miner was running, it had a significant 

effect on the web service being operated on the same machine, making it extremely sluggish or even 

unusable. This type of impact should be a key factor for all cloud services, especially those reliant on 

high-quality service, such as e-commerce sites, where a decrease in performance could lead to account 

churn or loss of earnings.
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Figure 2. A dashboard view showing the spike in CPU usage

We built this system with on-demand pricing in mind to help us determine the overall cost that would 

accrue for the worst-case scenario that an attack from cryptocurrency-mining groups would cause. In our 

experiment, the cost would rise from around US$20 per month to run a system at about 13% utilization to 

US$130 per month at 100% utilization. This amounts to approximately a 600% increase in operating cost 

for every system affected by a miner infection. In addition, this increase takes place for every compromised 

instance, and since cryptocurrency-mining groups typically aim to deploy their software in all instances 

under the victim’s control to maximize their profits, it is easy to see how expenses could rise significantly. 

In this sense, the scalability of the cloud applies not only to the user but, to scale, also to the attacker.

Figure 3. The CPU credit usage for on-demand systems

This has an impact not only on CPU utilization rates but also on network traffic. The network traffic of 

infected machines also increases because of the need to communicate with the network pools for, in this 

case, monero mining. While this is a small amount in comparison to the CPU utilization expenses, it is still 

something to consider with regard to the overall cost of cryptocurrency-mining attacks.
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Figure 4. XMRig running communication to xmrig.com
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Cryptocurrency Mining as Part of 
the Life Cycle of an Infected Server
The presence of a cryptocurrency-mining group in a system is evidence of an often overlooked larger 

issue. More mature malicious actors whose primary business model is to compromise servers and offer 

them for sale (aka access-as-a-service5) also perform cryptocurrency mining, but not as their primary 

source of income, as with purely cryptocurrency-mining groups. These more mature malicious actors 

deploy mining software at key stages as a means to generate additional revenue during the period when 

they have listed the infected servers for sale in underground marketplaces for access-as-a-service and 

are awaiting interested buyers, who will typically either deploy ransomware or focus on data theft and 

extortion.6

Thus, the presence of cryptocurrency-mining malware should be seen not only as a sign of poor cloud 

security hygiene but also as the proverbial canary in a coal mine. This means that the detection of such 

malware might be the last opportunity the victim would have to quickly respond because it would only be 

a matter of time before something or someone with more malicious goals gains access to the machine — 

at which point the impact could be vastly greater.
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Notable Cloud-Based 
Cryptocurrency-Mining Groups
Cryptocurrency-mining groups have been able to gain a foothold in the cloud by exploiting systems 

with vulnerabilities and other weak points, including those in unpatched software and even simple 

security gaps such as default or easily guessed credentials. Once inside a system, a cryptocurrency-

mining group deploys a cryptocurrency-mining tool, usually XMRig, that it then joins to a mining pool, a 

group of cooperating miners who pool their resources to increase the probability of successfully mining 

cryptocurrency. Cryptocurrency-mining groups use both public pools and, in some cases, private pools 

to consolidate their efforts.

To keep systems mining, cryptocurrency-mining groups use C&C mechanisms. While this could be done 

over a number of different protocols, for most of the groups we have investigated, it has been over IRC 

(Internet Relay Chat). Because of the general lack of security software on cloud instances, attackers have 

little need to constantly evolve their tools, unlike in the typical cat-and-mouse game they play in endpoint 

environments.

While there are many similarities among cryptocurrency-mining groups, in this section we lay out some 

of the unique traits that set them apart. For each group, we also provide (in each scale, 5 represents the 

highest point and 1 the lowest point):

• How long (at a minimum) the group has been active

• The sophistication level of the group and its tooling, on a scale of 1 to 5

• The volume of vulnerabilities the group exploits, on a scale of 1 to 5

• The social media presence of the group, on a scale of 1 to 5

We also discuss the rivalries between these groups, and how targeting the same core resources has led 

to an almost constant battle being fought for control of the victim’s resources.

While individual threat actors may not seem to be of particular note to cloud defenders, we believe that 

understanding their tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs), which are most certainly important for 

defense, and their business models and motivations is critical to defense against ongoing attacks.
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Outlaw

Sophistication 

Vulnerability exploitation

Active since 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Social media presence

We discovered Outlaw in November 2018. We named the group after the English translation from 

Romanian of the name of the primary tool the group uses, “haiduc.” This tool uses an IRC bot built with 

the help of a Perl Shellbot.

Outlaw’s initial attack method involves either compromising internet-of-things (IoT) devices and Linux 

servers (including cloud instances) by exploiting known vulnerabilities or performing brute-force attacks 

via SSH. After the group gains access to a target system, it installs IRC bot malware to be able to control 

the system remotely. The system can then be used by the bot administrators for purposes such as 

monero mining or distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks. Other commands like shell execution and 

downloading of files are available as well.7

Outlaw’s TTPs have not changed much from its 20198 and 20209 campaigns. We have seen only minor 

differences between the two campaigns, which suggest that the group prefers to keep its approach 

simple and use what has been proved to work well. This inertia also stems from the lower chance of 

security software’s being installed on IoT devices and Linux servers than on Windows endpoints. With no 

defenses to avoid, there is very little reason for the group to constantly innovate, unlike their counterparts 

that attack more secure platforms. While the profitability might not be as high, some people might simply 

prefer the “easy life.”

Outlaw has since added a script that removes and uninstalls the software of other, competing 

cryptocurrency-miner groups and even earlier versions of the group’s own malware in later campaigns.10 

This ultimately gives Outlaw the opportunity to infect more new machines and keep its malware updated. 

One can think of this as a way for the group to beat competitors for “market share” in the cryptocurrency-

mining arena.

One thing to note is that Outlaw changed the IP address of its C&C server from 5.255.86[.]125 in its 2019 

and 2020 campaigns to 45.9.148[.]99 in its 2021 campaign. As of this writing, the group is still using the 

latter IP address for C&C communications, again illustrating the longevity of the group’s tactics and the 

lack of need to change them.
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Figure 5. Outlaw’s C&C server change

Outlaw uses a Perl Shellbot to go after the IoT devices of large organizations. The origins of the botnet 

malware it uses can be traced back to the Kippo botnet malware of a Romanian hacking group called 

TEAMUL MaLaSorTe, released around 2013.

Figure 6. Code from the Kippo botnet malware of TEAMUL MaLaSorTe11

It is possible that Kippo was made available to some people between the 2013 release and Outlaw’s 

activity in 2018. We have not fully investigated whether the current Outlaw group has any connections to 

the original Romanian group.

Outlaw does not maintain any social media accounts.
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TeamTNT

Sophistication 

Vulnerability exploitation

Active since 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Social media presence

TeamTNT first came to our attention in 2020 with its bevy of activities, and the group was even more 

prolific in 2021. We have published much material on TeamTNT, including our in-depth research paper 

released in July 2021.12 While we rank the group as middle-of-the-pack in terms of sophistication, it has 

been improving steadily.

TeamTNT focuses on vulnerable software services to compromise hosts, and once inside the system, it 

steals credentials for other services to help it move around to new hosts as well as abuse any configured 

services. In addition to these services, the group also aims to steal credentials such as Amazon Web 

Services (AWS) keys and Ngrok tokens. Why the group steals these credentials is not immediately clear, 

but it is likely that it intends to use these in future campaigns or sell them in the underground. This is a sign 

that this group is looking to expand its business from compromising a victim’s systems for cryptocurrency 

mining to compromising the victim’s whole cloud infrastructure.

TeamTNT’s main members, who go by the nickname Hilde or Hildegard, are very engaged on Twitter, often 

pointing out when campaigns have been wrongly attributed to the group (at least by their assessment). 

On the other hand, they regularly complement researchers who they feel have done a good job on the 

analyses and reporting of their attacks. This is an interesting approach that ensures that defenders and 

researchers who are working to stop the attacks know that the group is actively paying attention to 

relevant published research.

Figure 7. TeamTNT’s Twitter account
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Based on attack timelines and other information we have uncovered on TeamTNT, it seems that the group 

might have originally looked to deliberately target systems that had been initially compromised by a rival 

cryptocurrency-mining group known as Kinsing. Because of this, it is common to find messages left in 

scripts and on systems compromised by TeamTNT that offer free cleanup services, allegedly to help 

victims fix the very issues that allowed TeamTNT to compromise their systems in the first place.

Figure 8. A screenshot from the README.txt file of TeamTNT’s l.o.o.k. campaign 

TeamTNT does this to appeal not only to security researchers who are analyzing its scripts but also to the 

victims of its attacks. For example, the following is a message we found in which TeamTNT explains that it 

is only really trying to do “good” by compromising the affected system, deploying cryptocurrency miners, 

and using computing resources that the group does not pay for. This sort of self-proclaimed vision of itself 

as a sort of Robin Hood figure is unique to TeamTNT, compared to competing cryptocurrency-mining 

groups.
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Figure 9. A message (in the original German and in an English translation) found in the init.sh file of 

TeamTNT’s ChimaeraK campaign

Based on its tactics and interest in credential theft, TeamTNT has shown that it is more advanced than the 

other groups we discuss in this paper, evolving quickly over a short period and becoming more dangerous 

to the cloud services that it is targeting. It is very important to remember that in most cases, if TeamTNT 

has access to systems via a high-level account, it could do more than simply install cryptocurrency 

miners. In a worst-case scenario, it could have complete control over services running under the same 

account, such as databases, e-commerce websites, and cloud applications.

Our blog entry from November 2021 outlines how TeamTNT has changed its infrastructure and ramped up 

its attacks.13 It has already deployed rootkits and attempted to stay under the radar with CPU thresholds 

for its miners. It has also already used infected hosts to pivot, something that can lock out the real users 

of the cloud account. This runs counter to what the group claims to be doing in the notes it leaves behind 

in its scripts.

Curiously, despite having upgraded their infrastructure, TeamTNT announced on Twitter in November 

2021 that the group was no longer in operation and made some of its projects public on its Github 

account. At the same time, the group also deactivated its Twitter account, only to restore the account 

after a few days. As of this writing, though, TeamTNT has made no posts since it reactivated the account. 

TeamTNT also updated its website to state that the team had called it quits. We expect that TeamTNT’s 

apparent absence will only be temporary, though, and security staff should still be on the lookout for 

cryptocurrency-mining activities from the group. The group had still engaged in some activity shortly 

before its announcement.14
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Figure 10. TeamTNT’s Github account, where the group has shared some of its tools

Figure 11. TeamTNT’s website, stating that the group has quit

Kinsing

Sophistication 

Vulnerability exploitation

Active since 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Social media presence

TeamTNT’s rival Kinsing, which proved quite active during 2021, possesses a pool of exploitable 

vulnerabilities that is larger than that of any of the other groups we profile in this paper. At the same time, 

it is quick to operationalize any new vulnerabilities.
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In the past, Kinsing used separate configuration kits per exploit. After obtaining access to a host, it set 

up an XMRig kit for mining monero and kicking out any other miners off the system. In order to maintain 

persistence, it set up cron jobs with hard-coded IP addresses to download a shell file with updated 

instructions.15 These were easily identifiable in logs where any cron commands would be written to. In 

summary, either Kinsing was not very good at hiding itself or it did not care to at the time.

Today, Kinsing has made considerable changes to the way it operates.16 First, all the individual shell 

scripts it uses are combined into a single one. Instead of using a single cron entry with the hard-coded IP 

address, it now uses a six-character file name that is copied throughout a directory that is also uniquely 

chosen on any given host. The file name is generated by this command:

$(date|md5sum|awk -v n=”$(date +%s)” ‘{print substr($1,1,n%7+6)}’)

Each time the cron job is run, it can be executed from a different copy of the malware script, in a different 

directory.
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Figure 12. Examples of Kinsing’s malware scripts

Kinsing has also become much better at cleaning up after itself. Once it starts the mining process, it 

removes any evidence of the process or the existence of the setup files. This, along with the additional 

obfuscation techniques the group has started using, not only has made its activities more difficult for 

network defenders to detect, but it has also made it extremely difficult for other cryptocurrency-mining 

groups to find Kinsing and kick it off the compromised machines, especially through the use of any sort of 

automated process. In one instance we observed during our research, Kinsing was already on a host and 

the rival group 8220 compromised the same host. Kinsing almost immediately succeeded in removing 

this new infection from the machine. This happened several times over several days, but 8220 remained 

unsuccessful and Kinsing’s operations were never interrupted.

Our observation is that Kinsing is becoming more sophisticated with its operational kit, enabling it to take 

the lead over its competition. As opposed to some of its competition, the group maintains no noticeable 

presence on social media or cybercriminal forums. However, the footprint Kinsing is leaving has been 

increasing and there is no reason to believe that it will not keep pushing forward as more vulnerabilities 

are found. It is important to remember that this group often gains root access to systems so that it will 

be easy for it to shift to different strategies, such as adding data exfiltration or even ransomware to its 

business model in the future.

Kinsing rapidly deployed the Log4j exploit into its arsenal — as early as Dec. 11, 2021. According to 

Juniper Networks, Kinsing was using the exploit to download its standard binaries to systems.17 This 

shows that Kinsing is quickly changing its methods to take advantage of newer exploits. Within just two 

days of the disclosure of the Log4j vulnerability,18 Kinsing had already integrated the flaw into its workflow 

of attacks to compromise as many systems as possible to expand its cryptocurrency-mining footprint.
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8220

Sophistication 

Vulnerability exploitation

Active since 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Social media presence

The group known as 8220 has been increasingly active, going by its activities over the past year. 8220 has 

been a prolific exploiter of recent vulnerabilities, particularly those in Oracle WebLogic Server. Because 

of this, we saw an increase in 8220’s activity in 2021, approximately 10 times the levels we saw in 2020.

While its activity has increased, there has not been much change in how it operates. The group 

compromises a vulnerable WebLogic server and then deploys its malware kit. This toolkit consists of 

XMRig, Tsunami (a DDoS/scanning platform), and a shell script that sets up cron jobs for persistence. This 

same shell script also looks for any known competitors, killing off any processes that are using the same 

valuable resources.

8220 and Kinsing have been known to fight over the same resources, eject each other from a host, and 

then install their own cryptocurrency miners. While attempting to establish persistence, both groups use 

a myriad of options. Compromised hosts generate a high volume of network traffic that increases with 

each successful persistence mechanism. These hosts establish a scheduled task to call back to a primary 

domain and a secondary hard-coded IP address. A recent change in TTPs shows the malware running 

from the “/home/<user>” directory along with the “/tmp” directory. 8220 also adds entries into the bash 

profile as a means of increasing persistence. 

Much like Kinsing, 8220 has little online presence on social media and underground forums. As we have 

observed, there are two types of groups in the cloud-based cryptocurrency mining space (depending on 

a group’s end goal with its campaigns): Either a group wants to be well-known like TeamTNT or it wants 

to keep a lower profile.
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Kek Security

Sophistication 

Vulnerability exploitation

Active since 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Social media presence

In January 2021, researchers at Imperva published a report on a new piece of IRC botnet malware written 

in Python called Necro.19 Similar to the IRC bot from Outlaw, this bot can be used by its administrators for 

purposes such as cryptocurrency mining or DDoS attacks. What we have noticed about the group behind 

Necro, called Kek Security, is that it is quick to integrate new exploits from multiple vulnerabilities and is 

still active in updating the malware as of this writing.

The attack method used in the Necro campaign has not changed since its discovery in January 2021. 

However, the number of exploits this bot has integrated into its code has been increasing over time, even 

as there has been no non-vulnerability update on the malware since Cisco Talos’ blog post about it in 

June 2021.20

Unlike the other groups’ campaigns, this campaign also targets the Windows platform, giving Kek Security 

more devices to control and use for pivoting. Recent versions of Kek Security’s bot21 have been seen to 

include the EternalBlue and EternalRomance exploits along with exploits for vulnerabilities including:

• CVE-2020-14882: Oracle Weblogic Server unauthenticated remote code execution (RCE)

• CVE-2020-28188: TerraMaster TOS RCE

• CVE-2021-3007: Zend Framework RCE

• CVE-2020-7961: Liferay Portal unauthenticated RCE via JSON Web Services

• CVE-2021-21972: VMware vCenter Server RCE

• CVE-2021-29003: Genexis Platinum 4410 2.1 P4410-V2-1.28 arbitrary RCE via shell metacharacters

A comment in the Python script from early versions of the malware reveals the nickname of a possible 

author of the bot. This threat actor has been associated with other malware before — initially with 

existing IoT malware and then eventually evolving to developing, selling, and/or running several of their 

own botnets.
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Figure 13. An excerpt from the Python script showing a possible author nickname

Kek Security’s activities have escalated over the years, and will likely continue to do so. Comparing Kek 

Security’s first known malware to its latest, we quickly notice how the latter is more obfuscated to hinder 

researchers from studying the code and to evade detection by antimalware. The obfuscator used for the 

Python script was published on Pastebin under Kek Security’s account.

Figure 14. The Python obfuscator used by Kek Security for its Necro miner

Kek Security has also moved back to hosting its servers on the Tor network rather than using domain-

general algorithms on dynamic DNS services, which were introduced in its code in January 2021. The 

attack method for its IRC botnet will not change drastically in the future. However, Kek Security’s constant 

addition of exploits to its arsenal and inclusion of Windows systems in its target list will likely expand the 

size of the botnet.
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Capture-the-Flag in the Cloud
In any ecosystem where different parties have a common desire to control a set of commonly accessible 

resources, the competition for resources can be fierce — and this most definitely applies to the constant 

battle among cloud-based cryptocurrency-mining groups to maintain control over their victims’ servers. 

The general lack of security software on these servers, combined with the fact that many of these groups 

use similar initial exploits, is the real driving factor behind any innovation and evolution we see among 

these groups. They add new exploits that enable them to attack systems that their competitors cannot 

and, at the same time, they constantly improve both their ability to resist being deleted by competitors 

and their ability to remove competitors from the compromised systems themselves — a sort of capture-

the-flag in the cloud.

As a result, it is common for cryptocurrency miners to be found fighting for the same resources, with many 

having kill scripts to deal with adversaries. The rivalry between Kinsing and 8220 is a prime example, as 

both target WebLogic vulnerabilities and can be found kicking each other off infected hosts, sometimes 

even several times a day.  

Occasionally, cryptocurrency-mining groups make a slight change, such as installing a directory or 

changing a process name they use, that enables their software to be hidden from their rivals’ kill scripts. 

Eventually, however, the kill scripts are adjusted and this advantage is lost. Often, these groups find 

themselves having to act as both attacker and defender, with kill scripts amounting to primitive antivirus 

engines.

Kinsing recently implemented changes to its operations that have made it nearly impossible for other 

groups to find its software through kill scripts. It accomplished this increase to its defenses by changing 

how its miner is run in memory, cleaning up its config files, and generating a six-character file name that 

can be placed in many locations within a file system. Now, when 8220, for example, compromises a host 

that Kinsing is on, it can longer find and remove Kinsing, while Kinsing’s next update will enable it to kick 

8220 back off instead. We saw an example of this when 8220 compromised a host seven times within a 

few days, and the longest it ever kept a presence within the system was 13 minutes.
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Figure 15. A typical day showing the back-and-forth control of a cloud instance by Kinsing (red) and 

8220 (blue), with the numbers representing inbound control connections

While we see these two groups in constant conflict, another group, Outlaw, seems to avoid them entirely 

by simply going after different targets. This means that there is little crossover between Outlaw and either 

of the two competing groups. Outlaw still has the same kill scripts that all the other cryptocurrency miners 

have, but because it primarily focuses on brute-force attacks on SSH connections, we have rarely seen 

the group need these kill scripts. Meanwhile, Kek Security does have targets in common with Kinsing and 

8220, yet we have rarely observed it try to kick other groups off infected systems. It seems to have other 

goals in mind, which might indicate that it does not care as much that other miners might be on the same 

host.

Finally, there is TeamTNT, which is much more direct in its battles with other cryptocurrency-mining groups. 

Until recently, it used Twitter to call out any other groups that were, by the group’s reckoning, attempting 

to mimic TeamTNT. In some cases, this also led to campaigns with the purpose of taking down as many 

mining operations controlled by rival groups as possible.

Figure 16. TeamTNT calling out Watchdog, another cryptocurrency-mining group, for installing software 

on the same victims as TeamTNT’s
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 The Cloud-Based Cryptocurrency 
Mining Landscape
An analysis of detection statistics for attacks from the cryptocurrency-mining groups discussed in this 

report from January to August 2021 reveals some interesting trends. While the datasets clearly show that 

these groups are attacking the cloud and fighting over systems, the more vocal and public groups are 

often not the most prevalent. This is a clear reminder to focus on the facts and not on the noise.

Based on our findings, Kinsing had the steadiest level of machines compromised, with around 25 to 50 

beacons to its servers per day per unique compromised organization. Kinsing and 8220 were the most 

prolific groups, with more than 2,000 observed unique beacons per month.

Figure 17. A comparison of the daily activity of cryptocurrency-mining groups from January to August 

2021. The major spikes in activity from 8220 were from its use of new vulnerabilities.
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Figure 18. A comparison of the monthly activity of cryptocurrency-mining groups from January to 

August 2021

Taking into account each individual group, we see that while TeamTNT was very vocal about its campaigns, 

it had a relatively low volume of actual infections. On average, TeamTNT had the same volume of activity 

in a month as Kinsing had in a day.

Figure 19. A comparison of TeamTNT’s monthly activity from January to August 2021

Outlaw, one of the older groups doing cryptocurrency mining in the cloud, fell somewhere in the middle. It 

had a lower volume of traffic than Kinsing and 8220 but was more active than TeamTNT and Kek Security, 

with 100 to 250 unique beacons per month.
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Figure 20. A comparison of Outlaw’s monthly activity from January to August 2021

Kek Security might be relatively new to cloud-based cryptocurrency mining, but we believe that it will 

likely progress quickly as it has recently moved from targeting IoT infrastructure to cloud infrastructure. 

Our data shows that its activity volume was roughly the same as Outlaw’s, and we believe that it is likely 

to continue in an upward trajectory.

Figure 21. A comparison of Kek Security’s monthly activity from January to August 2021

Our aim with the data we provide in this section is to pinpoint which groups are the most problematic and 

should be prioritized for defending systems against. In our view, while more vocal groups like TeamTNT 

might grab the headlines, it is more active groups like Kinsing and 8220 that should be prioritized by 

organizations looking to secure their cloud assets. This will, in turn, have a positive effect on their efforts 

to keep all other cryptocurrency-mining groups at bay.
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Defense Against Cloud-Based 
Cryptocurrency-Mining Attacks
When it comes to defending cloud infrastructure against cryptocurrency-mining attacks, we divide our 

advice into two categories: first, the defenses and best practices that organizations can deploy to ensure 

a high level of security from cloud attacks in general, and second, the steps that they can take to ensure 

that their systems are hardened enough to reduce the risks of attacks from cryptocurrency-mining groups.

One of the best ways of stopping cloud-based cryptocurrency-mining attacks is to ensure that systems 

are up to date and running only the services that are required. The vast majority of the attacks we see 

today are opportunistic and abuse some form of outdated deployed software, so as is always the case, 

patching is key. And this must be applied to every level of the stack, all the way across the infrastructure  

 — from Kubernetes and Docker deployments to running applications and services. 

However, even if an organization is diligent in patching its systems, there are still ways that cryptocurrency-

mining groups could gain access, such as poorly configured APIs (like those from Docker and Kubernetes). 

TeamTNT has been known to take advantage of such APIs to deploy cryptocurrency miners.22 These 

APIs should not be exposed directly to the internet as doing so gives attackers the ability to manage the 

services directly. Instead, interaction should be limited only to administrators or a select few people at 

most.

One advantage of cloud-based services over an office environment is that, by and large, they perform the 

same tasks repeatedly. This can be an advantage when it comes to defense as well, as the organization 

can take an allowlist-type approach by first understanding the baselines for its applications (such as the 

normal levels of CPU usage and expected external connections) and then focusing on putting alerts in 

place for anything that exceeds these thresholds. Even better is to operate under the assumption that the 

organization has already been compromised, so that instead of focusing all energy on keeping attackers 

out (which, of course, is also needed), defenders can work on the basis that they are already in and are 

instead trying to find them faster.
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Many cloud systems are directly exposed to the internet, meaning they are less secure from a network 

stance than if the systems were deployed inside the organization’s security perimeter. However, there 

are ways to lessen the attack surface from a network point of view by deploying tools and software such 

as firewalls, intrusion detection and prevention systems (IDS/IPS), and cloud endpoint security products 

that can limit and filter network traffic to and from known bad hosts. For organizations that has software 

with the ability to filter traffic to and from their cloud instances, we also recommend filtering out domains 

associated with known mining pools, aggregators of which can be found online.23

Furthermore, there a number of other deployable defenses that are specific to cloud-based cryptocurrency 

miners. (How these approaches should specifically be implemented is not discussed here, as it varies 

across cloud service providers.) We recommend the deployment of the following:

• Rules that monitor utilization of resources from a cost perspective (with overutilization defined as a 

threshold in time). Cryptocurrency-mining attacks lead to spikes in CPU usage, which should appear 

clearly in any CPU resource monitoring tool and, in some cases, in billing depending on the sort of 

service affected.

• Rules that monitor for additional open ports that are beyond the need of the specific cloud services 

in operation, especially those running on privileged ports.

• Rules that monitor the usage of and changes made to DNS routing, which is a common avenue for 

setting up clusters for cryptocurrency mining.

Finally, we recommend checking a number of thorough best-practice guides aimed at helping diagnose 

and secure cloud systems from attacks and assisting organizations in properly configuring their cloud-

native software and services. These include those pertaining to AWS,24 Google Cloud Platform,25 Microsoft 

Azure,26 and Oracle Cloud.27

Any security deployment must always be an inevitable trade-off between what is most effective and what 

is financially viable. To help address this trade-off, we advise organizations to make use of MITRE ATT&CK 

for both the specific matrix for containers28 and the table we provide in the appendix of this paper. MITRE 

ATT&CK can help defenders recognize the most common TTPs we have observed among cloud-based 

cryptocurrency-mining groups and help them prioritize defenses accordingly. From our experience, these 

groups are highly opportunistic and are always looking for easy victims. This means that it is not necessary 

to put defenses in place for all of the groups’ techniques, but simply to thwart their preferred kill chains 

enough to discourage them from attacking systems, moving on to more vulnerable targets instead.

All things considered, securing the cloud is a shared responsibility between the organization and the 

cloud service provider. It is important to do a risk assessment of any cloud service the organization is 

considering to ensure that the provider has the proper security protocols in place. At the same time, the 

organization should ensure that security is not a mere afterthought but rather an integral part of the cloud 

deployment.
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Conclusion
In a little over a decade, cryptocurrency mining has evolved from being a pastime for hobbyists trying to 

max out their CPUs in their basements to being a legitimate business model for companies around the 

world. The rise of cryptocurrencies and other related technologies such as nonfungible tokens (NFTs) 

in the mainstream has made it clear that this new wave of money is not going away anytime soon. And 

with record prices for some of these cryptocurrencies, it is no wonder that it is still firmly on the radar of 

cybercriminal groups, especially when they could reap all the rewards at the expense of others.

In this paper, we document the current state of play of these groups. We use case studies of non-exhaustive 

groupings of attackers to help cloud defenders gain a deep insight into how they think and operate. In 

particular, our goal is to point out the impact and damage these groups could cause to businesses as 

they become increasingly reliant on cloud infrastructure, while also providing practical advice on how to 

defend from their attacks. It is our hope that compiling all of this information into one document can offer 

defenders a guide that can help them make their cloud deployments more secure, while still reaping all 

of the benefits.

When done legitimately, cryptocurrency mining is normally an exercise with tiny margins: The money 

gained from generating coins is offset by infrastructure and energy costs. But when all of these costs are 

being shouldered by the victim of unauthorized or malicious cryptocurrency mining, the margins become 

much more financially rewarding for the miners. The global competition for cryptocurrency mining is 

intense, and to really reap the rewards, attackers look to carry it out on a massive scale. For an attacker, 

the solution is simple: Compromise as many servers as possible and abuse these resources. As a business 

model, this is very appealing for attackers since they do not need to, for example, look for credit cards 

to steal or wait for a victim to type their credentials. They do not need to encrypt data and then deal with 

back-and-forth negotiations. They simply need to gain access and deploy their tools, and the money tap 

starts flowing. Even a few hours of mining can already provide a decent profit.

The most significant hurdle cryptocurrency mining groups have to overcome is actually one another. All 

of these groups are competing against one another to gain as much computing power as possible — 

and it is organizations that are caught in the crossfire. Even though the implications might seem small, 

the impact to the CPU of each server could be substantial, not only in direct financial terms but also in 

hindering company services (for example, database queries or web queries). Any cloud-based business 

is part of this landscape, whether the business likes it or not.
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Driven by this internal competition, cryptocurrency miners continue to evolve, no longer content with 

simply targeting the most vulnerable, wide-open systems. They are already creating custom exploits and 

taking advantage of all the benefits the cloud has to offer. As organizations continue to migrate more 

of their services to the cloud, the opportunity for compromising a large and lucrative target increases. 

And this, in turn, prompts continued advancement of cryptocurrency-mining groups’ business models. 

While compromising a medium-size business is one thing, compromising the cloud instances of a large 

Fortune 500 company opens a range of secondary criminal markets — and today’s cybercriminals are 

quite eager to take advantage of these. In this scenario, cryptocurrency-mining groups become access 

brokers, using their knowledge of cloud attacks to open the doors of the organization to the highest 

bidder to come in and deploy ransomware or exfiltrate data, leading to massive potential losses for 

the victim. In our research into the life cycle of a compromised server, we show that the presence of 

cryptocurrency mining can often be used for monetization during the idle period where an attacker is 

offering the victim’s infrastructure for sale.29 So, rather than considering cryptocurrency-mining attacks 

as a low-risk endeavor, it might be better to view them as a red flag indicating that something is seriously 

wrong in an organization’s infrastructure security.

The lines of these cybercriminal business models are already beginning to blur. And these cryptocurrency 

miners are now becoming more than just a threat to an organization’s resources, but a threat to every 

single bit of sensitive data on the cloud infrastructure. They are, in a sense, a symptom of something that 

might be much larger, much more complex, and much more dangerous.
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Appendix

MITRE ATT&CK Tactics and Techniques

Tactic Technique Groups

Reconnaissance Active Scanning 
T1595

8220 
Kek Security 
Kinsing 
Outlaw 
TeamTNT

Gather Victim Host 
T1592

Kinsing 
TeamTNT

Gather Victim Network Information 
T1590

Kek Security

Search Open Technical Database 
T1596

8220 
Kek Security 
Kinsing 
TeamTNT

Resource Development Acquire Infrastructure 
T1583

8220 
Kek Security 
Kinsing 
Outlaw 
TeamTNT

Compromise Accounts 
T1586

8220 
Outlaw

Develop Capabilities 
T1587

Kek Security 
Kinsing 
TeamTNT

Obtain Capabilities 
T1588

8220 
Kek Security 
Kinsing 
Outlaw 
TeamTNT

Stage Capabilities 
T1608

8220 
Kek Security 
Kinsing 
Outlaw 
TeamTNT

Initial Access Exploit Public-Facing Application 
T1190

8220 
Kek Security 
Kinsing 
Outlaw 
TeamTNT

External Remote Services 
T1133

8220 
Kek Security 
Kinsing 
TeamTNT
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Tactic Technique Groups

Execution Command and Scripting Interpreter 
T1059

8220 
Kek Security 
Kinsing 
Outlaw 
TeamTNT

Container Administration Command 
T1609

8220 
Kinsing 
TeamTNT

Deploy Container 
T1610

TeamTNT

Scheduled Task/Job 
T1053

8220 
Kek Security 
Kinsing 
Outlaw 
TeamTNT

Persistence Account Manipulation 
T1098

Outlaw

Boot or Logon Initialization Scripts 
T1037

8220 
Kek Security 
Kinsing 
Outlaw 
TeamTNT

Create Account 
T1136

TeamTNT

Create or Modify System Process 
T1543

8220 
Kek Security 
Kinsing 
Outlaw 
TeamTNT

Implant Internal Image 
T1525

TeamTNT

Scheduled Task/Job 
T1053

8220 
Kek Security 
Kinsing 
Outlaw 
TeamTNT
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Tactic Technique Groups

Defense Evasion Hide Artifacts 
T1564

Kinsing

Deobfuscate/Decode Files or Information 
T1140

Kek Security 
TeamTNT

Impair Defenses 
T1562

8220 
Kek Security 
Kinsing 
Outlaw 
TeamTNT

Indicator Removal on Host 
T1070

8220 
Kek Security 
Kinsing 
Outlaw 
TeamTNT

Masquerading 
T1036

8220 
Kek Security 
Kinsing 
Outlaw 
TeamTNT

Obfuscated Files or Information 
T1027

TeamTMT 
Kek Security

Credential Access Network Sniffing 
T1040

Kek Security

Unsecured Credentials 
T1552

Kek Security 
TeamTNT

Discovery Network Service Scanning 
T1046

8220

Network Sniffing 
T1040

Kek Security

File and Directory Discovery 
T1083

Kinsing

System Information Discovery 
T1082

Kinsing 
TeamTNT

Collection Data From Local System 
T1005

Kek Security 
TeamTNT
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Tactic Technique Groups

Command and Control Application Layer Protocol 
T1071

8220 
Kek Security 
Kinsing 
Outlaw 
TeamTNT

Fallback Channels 
T1008

8220 
Kek Security 
Kinsing 
Outlaw 
TeamTNT

Dynamic Resolution 
T1568

Kek Security

Exfiltration Exfiltration of C&C Channel 
T1041

TeamTNT

Impact Network Denial of Service 
T1498

Kek Security

Resource Hijacking 
T1496

8220 
Kek Security 
Kinsing 
Outlaw 
TeamTNT

Service Stop 
T1489

8220 
Kek Security 
Kinsing 
Outlaw 
TeamTNT

Indicators of Compromise (IOCs)

Outlaw

• 45.9.148[.]125

• 45.9.148[.]129

• 45.9.148[.]99

• 45.9.148[.]117

• 45.9.148[.]58

• 45.9.148[.]57

• debian-package[.]center

Used by one group Used by two or three groups Used by four or five groups
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 TeamTNT

• gulf[.]moneroocean[.]stream

Kinsing

• 194.145.227[.]21 

• 194.38.20[.]199 

• 185.154.53[.]140 

• 45.129.2[.]107 

• 185.87.48[.]183 

• 212.22.77[.]79 

• 185.221.154[.]208 

• 45.156.23[.]210 

• 185.156.179[.]225 

• 193.164.150[.]99 

• 95.181.179[.]88 

• 195.3.146[.]118 

• 93.189.46[.]8

• 194.38.20[.]242

• 194.38.20[.]166

8220

• 209.141.40[.]190

• 212.114.52[.]24

• 194.5.249[.]24

• 104.168.71[.]132

• 89.41.182[.]160

• Bash[.]givemexyz[.]in

• Xmr[.]givemexyz[.]in

• Pwn[.]givemexyz[.]in

• C4k-rx0[.]pwndns[.]pw
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• C4k-irc[.]pwndns[.]pw

• a[.]oracleservice[.]top

• b[.]oracleservice[.]top

• 80.71.158[.]96

• 192.210.200[.]66

• 91.198.77[.]78

Kek Security

• 104.237.202[.]4

• 136.144.41[.]164

• 195.133.40[.]24

• 192.210.163[.]201

• Cocknet[.]xyz

• ntxkg0la99w[.]zapto[.]org

• 6timxnxeadz[.]servepics[.]com

• ikhopklltxtabx[.]3utilities[.]com

• uw9paqd2qkbbmnpj[.]servecounterstrike[.]com

• dorsobiwdc[.]myvnc[.]com

• joooddooaw4anznvt[.]serveirc[.]com 

• yhq6jnkjxa[.]zapto[.]org

• 729owgmuig[.]serveftp[.]com

• shcsagfvlcc[.]myftp[.]org

• yd3ohodv089[.]servequake[.]com

• le48dpg3xedkf6[.]serveblog[.]net

• gf8wewtkpmobz5fb[.]servebeer[.]com

• n3ijwcg6opdv[.]viewdns[.]net

• hqxbcialyc[.]servequake[.]com

• vks7b3hndio8[.]viewdns[.]net

• ksgfnahj4os1o[.]myvnc[.]com
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• idbjlzb4fqlgyjq[.]redirectme[.]net

• 3zhkxlldm4hqi[.]3utilities[.]com

• 8vb8c5hkynvn[.]servegame[.]com

• eajdwdfu5yaea[.]freedynamicdns[.]org

• 5qpaxixymgivxx2f7w[.]servehttp[.]com

• kaswpfbommo44z[.]servehalflife[.]com

• 2qbuoniiqaoh[.]servecounterstrike[.]com 

• o4igeero6azo6wkaz0[.]servehttp[.]com

• ecd8fxwcqaam[.]redirectme[.]net

• gxngdomsvca[.]servegame[.]com

• cvngvtdgsw[.]myddns[.]me

• dfcaod2lgavd[.]servecounterstrike[.]com

• jf8cbokcdpnumdcblh[.]servequake[.]com

• epe4mpqyvcqjqlwom[.]serveblog[.]net

• ca4qwjdxrqzhuz[.]redirectme[.]net

• hyotfyj8x00k5s[.]freedynamicdns[.]org

• memjaeznerzsa[.]viewdns[.]net

• wio1lb0k4ipomlfsu[.]zapto[.]org

• 8hjowigjx4i41[.]hopto[.]org

• 5ximdigx6oo5lhgo3[.]myvnc[.]com

• ml13fyq5dchdm[.]zapto[.]org

• urklmycn58o1kvza7[.]serveblog[.]net 

• agkhazmozj5[.]ddns[.]net

• ft8n29aahpcmeoh[.]myvnc[.]com

• 5yezwbmuwr2vaann7b[.]serveirc[.]com

• npaft0uxyo[.]freedynamicdns[.]net

• kkxdf6ytowu[.]servebeer[.]com

• opsczqt6zikg6wn[.]myvnc[.]com

• fsaahjfjacna9d[.]servebeer[.]com
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• vcbpkzoahpycmz[.]hopto[.]org

• dnis1poovx[.]3utilities[.]com 

• lkqc9icpodzgyo6b[.]ddnsking[.]com 

• as64dwhn4coody[.]myftp[.]biz

• hag7qhatl0dhbz[.]ddns[.]net 

• dgmciglcgo7[.]myftp[.]biz

• voz8pdtqzy[.]serveirc[.]com

• wod5qqtavahipp[.]servebeer[.]com

• vlmx1xctilwpx1nl[.]sytes[.]net

• npllv8oiounmpouo[.]myddns[.]me

• dacepm9aakcbc57gau[.]myvnc[.]com

• 3dc1bgcpp19clnrvn[.]serveblog[.]net

• ny3x1xewuuvw17[.]servehttp[.]com

• xxdqj6xbjpkzhk7k[.]servemp3[.]com

• odwjoiamhmxqhu[.]gotdns[.]ch

• f09lwp8iski[.]servepics[.]com

• 6qnwijvml5mq8[.]myddns[.]me

• 8z3oic70mvodmawzc[.]myftp[.]org

• vsikobfzeypluaiq6[.]serveminecraft[.]net

• 6omaaqoulwif4g1[.]myddns[.]me

• jrgavs2zhlzj[.]servequake[.]com

• l8q1l5fxn8key[.]sytes[.]net

• vlxo3c7n6hjyjdri30[.]ddns[.]net

• tuc92asg6kf[.]freedynamicdns[.]net

• wbormxauq0i[.]ddns[.]net

• vooup25s3kilow[.]servegame[.]com

• yjop2jiavcolc9xil[.]zapto[.]org

• 5ljdlfxnhdc3yd[.]freedynamicdns[.]org

• fkgqkgifjunqmyck[.]bounceme[.]net
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• rrzmkvhfdeppjy[.]freedynamicdns[.]net

• qb7opowcawiagia[.]viewdns[.]net

• zscqhclfxfsci7o4l6[.]onthewifi[.]com

• e7kmdd8inix[.]servebeer[.]com

• wf8ik4bg46d23oo4[.]freedynamicdns[.]net

• hpq33mcw9u[.]hopto[.]org

• bwi1diglnhakajxx[.]sytes[.]net

• 4chgh6wwcywxivb[.]servehalflife[.]com

• ewo1wvq0dceouxv[.]serveminecraft[.]net

• 1soah9qlad2nd[.]zapto[.]org

• b1egzbiem5u[.]bounceme[.]net

• nfikaegafzlbb[.]serveirc[.]com

• 0ooq2mzeveyln5[.]servehttp[.]com

• emhlecfeosl[.]servegame[.]com

• mmthka7tdtdu[.]freedynamicdns[.]org

• hjjsnyi6jes8nj[.]serveirc[.]com

• o0ohkedkotjidp6ib4[.]3utilities[.]com

• joaisl3apiga[.]servegame[.]com

• kcyoyfrsthy[.]onthewifi[.]com

• ocdcijkpnnri8jh[.]ddnsking[.]com

• at1v2nohr8hi[.]myftp[.]biz

• v5jke3mv89fjvxgd[.]serveftp[.]com

• nwpzhm8ziyhdzm[.]redirectme[.]net

• zmfkcsjaiyo[.]myftp[.]biz

• bq9tjyebqvl5qma[.]zapto[.]org

• 3ypyavbcfhvvn[.]servehalflife[.]com

• 6o0kauqyoafakk[.]serveblog[.]net

• aulhhojaxxgl6o[.]ddns[.]net

• f4xbhybzaok[.]hopto[.]org
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• aanlndhara[.]myddns[.]me

• m1afommgsdowkmegc[.]redirectme[.]net

• q0zq5objzit[.]servehttp[.]com

• zds9njdf6lgsna2[.]myftp[.]biz

• gmw8ymxao45loyj[.]hopto[.]org

• qoxl8coc8ijodjs[.]webhop[.]me

• ewmhkvdcoj3[.]servemp3[.]com

• pavnnfcqhs[.]zapto[.]org

• yyx99x7dnnjt5xgef[.]myvnc[.]com

• plyeywddbktceaiex[.]freedynamicdns[.]net

• iipiafj8ol7[.]serveirc[.]com

• dvj4slleogemc5h[.]servecounterstrike[.]com

• 2074l3oo2ao7[.]serveminecraft[.]net

• ij9va2d5bylbe3ue0d[.]serveftp[.]com

• w5id2sawav[.]ddnsking[.]com

• nipd4k9db6mfklkz6[.]servehttp[.]com

• zvsdnbxwenerua[.]servecounterstrike[.]com

• dsuutgicgposgb0wuw[.]serveblog[.]net

• afantx3dptuudji7o[.]servehalflife[.]com

• berdkgp6kq6cqwos[.]servebeer[.]com

• vflpxobdotqf[.]servecounterstrike[.]com

• 8noqakvfqovsgund[.]serveftp[.]com

• xko4c4awl6fnc[.]myvnc[.]com

• x7ozolqliva[.]redirectme[.]net

• 1zxbhbfkxvc[.]freedynamicdns[.]net

• 3iwgdwca0ocqdkp[.]ddnsking[.]com

• qs1t1fdgda5an[.]zapto[.]org

• 3dhbeel2b9aeqlc[.]servepics[.]com

• 8hubxfpno5k3[.]myftp[.]org
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• ngdldusdn2misyjm[.]myvnc[.]com

• aa8zhvpjhfap8isan5[.]servehalflife[.]com

• kgacvbqboq[.]serveminecraft[.]net

• v6nwsvmkahaeiaqd6a[.]hopto[.]org

• 00ohn3s9r8cvclhq[.]myddns[.]me

• tfcxvcg0lkc9vpx[.]myftp[.]org

• dkhhig3gwd8tfaywzo[.]freedynamicdns[.]org

• sfoqqy3tth7ho[.]bounceme[.]net

• vxgy1i8ovd[.]gotdns[.]ch

• tq6oc69awg[.]servehalflife[.]com

• h56wbp0ukxaeqt[.]serveminecraft[.]net

• bdcauhuzk0d[.]viewdns[.]net

• hsadjy30bjtnd[.]servecounterstrike[.]com

• ics0llxiqs0dyh[.]bounceme[.]net

• eperaownias[.]freedynamicdns[.]org

• kadievyjbsw7yv[.]onthewifi[.]com

• loi3h0uhxuvmzunda[.]serveminecraft[.]net

• 7thsk6fmoylo[.]serveirc[.]com

• an4x5nsiqwd[.]myvnc[.]com

• w1eql47oicciyekuqo[.]servecounterstrike[.]com

• koqzrkb7sy3[.]serveftp[.]com

• ujtwdz9cimvjsd5p[.]3utilities[.]com

• dddiwnoxixvgikz[.]serveftp[.]com

• vnr9okv0bulopadtai[.]servegame[.]com

• xx4odzkiwbxgks[.]viewdns[.]net

• shlkbhusangpapj[.]bounceme[.]net

• 4d09fqv2otvhi[.]webhop[.]me

• izi9lmzkcjnxlauqbo[.]3utilities[.]com

• 1z36foeytesdzb[.]servepics[.]com
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• cwwwbyacna7[.]servepics[.]com

• wuzjobouof[.]serveminecraft[.]net

• hwxbb1yo9yd3xe[.]serveblog[.]net

• ejhowx7axazddqnfi[.]servemp3[.]com

• jzdcjdviiexlms[.]myvnc[.]com

• fq1nmopagtirdrq[.]myftp[.]biz

• odsshzbx7hf7m[.]myftp[.]org

• hhfofpyfcgmpa[.]hopto[.]org 

• aaa0udcwhas5g5[.]servecounterstrike[.]com 

• jglcmri0olljh[.]webhop[.]me

• xgl3nucwapoxiolkhd[.]servehttp[.]com

• vak7zjg3sd[.]servehalflife[.]com

• vitromvznf[.]redirectme[.]net

• aobyzqedyirxaii[.]ddnsking[.]com

• rihii2sd86k[.]ddnsking[.]com

• ebo7dnhoakju[.]zapto[.]org

• lcfmgiq4uu7ba[.]servemp3[.]com

• ygoi1zhyvpk[.]servehttp[.]com

• uap6afeydhyuimhca[.]freedynamicdns[.]net

• r1ssk1mjed3io[.]serveftp[.]com

• hunakzev85axob[.]serveftp[.]com

• hha2du5cxay[.]serveirc[.]com

• klwudvhdj6q[.]servehalflife[.]com

• zanhap0kpcllia4dwy[.]servepics[.]com

• 1vcovadbz6imj[.]serveblog[.]net

• aob0klff5giaeddmn2[.]serveirc[.]com

• qn3isckex32[.]viewdns[.]net

• iyaax6qjskgc8w[.]freedynamicdns[.]net

• ppi3njz4ur8hl5[.]servebeer[.]com
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• ixicu4gmc0ggdxa[.]myvnc[.]com

• cvwaqg75eh2knvn[.]myvnc[.]com

• odaqmymfj5kodqsmcg[.]onthewifi[.]com

• cn6ly2hbmon3ep[.]myddns[.]me

• boplsroaqlbcy[.]serveblog[.]net

• oxoqkvpa64yuwu[.]hopto[.]org

• v4zomjqwvayjbvs[.]viewdns[.]net

• 7o0maxgpsddnjkq[.]myftp[.]biz

• d8u2hwjbppo[.]myftp[.]org

• a2psnavsou[.]freedynamicdns[.]org

• tm2whi2dl8g9xhhem8[.]myvnc[.]com

• eisiizh9bln[.]sytes[.]net

• basf6zbyvhu2p1[.]serveblog[.]net

• ctjxh2jdhwmmfenhyh[.]servemp3[.]com

• faw623ska5evipvarobhpzu4ntoru5v6ia5444krr6deerdnvpa3p7ad[.]onion

• o4hlcckwlbcy7qhhohqswpqla6wx7c5xmsvk3k4rohknng4nofvgz5id[.]onion 

• p2l44qilgm433bad5gbszb4mluxuejwkjaaon767m5dzuuc7mjqhcead[.]onion 

• 3og7wipgh3ruavi7gd6y3uzhcurazasln55hb6hboiavyk6pugkcdpqd[.]onion 

• bp65pce2vsk7wpvy2fyehel25ovw4v7nve3lknwzta7gtiuy6jm7l4yd[.]onion[.]ws

• o4hlcckwlbcy7qhhohqswpqla6wx7c5xmsvk3k4rohknng4nofvgz5id[.]onion 

• p2l44qilgm433bad5gbszb4mluxuejwkjaaon767m5dzuuc7mjqhcead[.]onion 

• 3og7wipgh3ruavi7gd6y3uzhcurazasln55hb6hboiavyk6pugkcdpqd[.]onion 

• bp65pce2vsk7wpvy2fyehel25ovw4v7nve3lknwzta7gtiuy6jm7l4yd[.]onion[.]ws

• o4hlcckwlbcy7qhhohqswpqla6wx7c5xmsvk3k4rohknng4nofvgz5id[.]onion 

• vysysuwyjt3txm4zwqrti4nb2mwmcnbv4duqf2btuat3kbu36jwpmhid[.]onion 

• 3og7wipgh3ruavi7gd6y3uzhcurazasln55hb6hboiavyk6pugkcdpqd[.]onion 

• bp65pce2vsk7wpvy2fyehel25ovw4v7nve3lknwzta7gtiuy6jm7l4yd[.]onion[.]ws

• o4hlcckwlbcy7qhhohqswpqla6wx7c5xmsvk3k4rohknng4nofvgz5id[.]onion 

• oyya6n4b3aggqqximv6cufx6kbjhmuyv4l6vjdbc4s5zxzjjgadk2vqd[.]onion 
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• 3og7wipgh3ruavi7gd6y3uzhcurazasln55hb6hboiavyk6pugkcdpqd[.]onion 

• bp65pce2vsk7wpvy2fyehel25ovw4v7nve3lknwzta7gtiuy6jm7l4yd[.]onion[.]ws

• o4hlcckwlbcy7qhhohqswpqla6wx7c5xmsvk3k4rohknng4nofvgz5id[.]onion 

• q2p4b6pprex5mvzxm2xdqgo4q3hy2p4if2ljq7fcoavxvab7mpk232id[.]onion 

• 3og7wipgh3ruavi7gd6y3uzhcurazasln55hb6hboiavyk6pugkcdpqd[.]onion 

• bp65pce2vsk7wpvy2fyehel25ovw4v7nve3lknwzta7gtiuy6jm7l4yd[.]onion[.]ws

• 2096B4DDD4CC39B479A4CA994830F236826C10B0

• 5253B35502C8CFC5E75B9D9518B501C2962B8E39

• 04fb450435fbdce7c0d90674a8c6128dd59352a3

• 88e00be46296dca7ec4c2b1dd7e96ac0eced99f6

• 34647873e425b55733f55b91f36d2fb904e70275

• c43ab19cc3f2b29ce54f609d8165cb8a7706e838

• d93399eb89a0c7b58eb3cc3fb958bb83042acd71

• 011ab6b293f44c885f97245198e1e19b2d3d3723

• aa472929005f68d7584e6d331293708f3da1360d

• 1f6966c072111c3b2adcb26c28802f060f073613

• 0a606391df9938e5d6e37d024f6ac2c34b25a4a4

• dccfa33cf4a2ccf688ada823ad6c065adb80379b

• 338cc29cbaae2506d4881b5e4526897a8082f6db

• 5253b35502c8cfc5e75b9d9518b501c2962b8e39

• a84ee65c2a98bb96e638b72b182ef200839a0a8b

• 88e00be46296dca7ec4c2b1dd7e96ac0eced99f6

• 34647873e425b55733f55b91f36d2fb904e70275

• 958392eeb94bc1e586d42c90b2ce975742b383e2

• ead7ff35232b75735dec9e1688d7e2852a314fba

• 76cac6ac2eb49dbc1e2471ed58c38c1a26db67e4

• fbe01fbdaba68d91f6680148f419dc69523ab504

• d9178e488863da92cca8cb6f78fea51e66e177c2

• 85fe3a3b388a5fdb0e8ff3731409c4a1e6705eb8
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